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The control of emotion—its reduction and enhancement—is a
central theme m personahty and m psychopathology, but there
has been relatively little empirical research on the problem One
senes of experiments emanatmg from tins laboratory (e.g, Speis-
man, Lazarus, Mordkoff, & Davison, 1964, Lazarus & Alfert, 1964;
Lazarus, Opton, Nomikos, & Rankm, 1965, Folkms, Lawson,
Opton, & Lazarus, 1968) has focussed on the way emotional re-
actions can be mampulated by altermg the person's appraisal of
a potentially stressful film event. Two features of this and re-
lated research limit somewhat the extent to which it can serve as
a laboratory analogue of the control of emotion m real life. First,
most existmg theory and research have been directed at the way
people reduce or inhibit painful emotions or psychological stress
reactions. However, there are times when the reduction of emo-
tion may have undersirable consequences, either for the mdivid-
ual (see Janis, 1958) or for the society As to societal harms, the
human capacity to achieve detachment from a disturbmg event
made it easier for Germans to ignore, or to tolerate without pro-
test, knowledge of the Nazi treatment of European Jewry durmg
World War II. Opton (1971) has recently presented mterview
data indicatmg that large numbers of Americans have done the
same wi& respect to the My Lai massacre in Vietnam Thus,
while being one of the chief means by which mdividuals cope
with potentially stressful inputs, emotional detachment may some-
times lead to negative personal and social consequences
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Moreover, emotional involvement is probably one of the ma-
jor features of a nch and healthy psychological life To fall m love,
to commit oneself to other persons, to become more than a casual
participant m professional, social or pohtical affairs, to choose to
raise a family, to be legitimately fnghtened of danger or angry
at injustice, to gneve at tihe loss of a loved one, to feel shame and
guilt over one's moral transgressions or ineptitudes—these are as
important for a "healthy adjustment" as is the capacity to turn
off emotional reactions which mterfere with adaptive functiomng
Moreover, the matter of mvolvement m a more action oriented
sense is currently very much alive in the research hterature of
social psychology, as is illustrated by efforts to explore the phe-
nomenon of bystanders faihng to go to the aid of a victim of
assault (cf Latane & Darley, 1970).

A second limitation of most laboratory research on emotional
control IS that the appraisals and reappraisals antecedent to
emotion typically have been imposed by the experimenter In
the study by Lazarus and Alfert (1964), for example, subjects
were offered a demal-like orientation passage prior to viewmg a
threatenmg accident film, this onentation short-circuited, so to
speak, the stressfulness of the experience. In life, however, emo-
tional appraisals are largely self-generated; the person subjected
to the threat of harm must, through his own cognitive efforts, find
a way of managmg the situation and/or the emotional reaction it
generates.

Some field studies do exist in which this limitation, le., lm-
posmg a means of mastery through the stimulus context as op-
posed to allowmg the person to generate his own defenses, is not
a factor—for example, studies by Hamburg, Hamburg and deGoza
(1953) on severely burned patients, Visotsky, Hamburg, Goss
and Lebovitz (1961) on polio victims, and Wolff, Friedman,
Hofer and Mason (1964) on parents of children dying of leu-
kemia. In these studies, the jpersons observed careated their own
forms of defense against the harm or threat of harm without ev-
ident influence from the researchers. Still, most laboratory re-
search has ignored the self-generated cognitive processes by
which a person manages an emotional situatioi.

What are the methods or strategies by means erf which a per-
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son can achieve emotional detachment, and how are these related
to strategies for mvolvement? Does the cultivation of detachment
lead to the withermg of mvolvement, and vice versa, or can both
types of orientation coexist m the same "fiexible" person? What
are situational antecedents of mvolvement and detachmentf*
Questions such as these are of great moment for personahty psy-
chology, and yet remarkably little research on them has been
attempted.

The experiment reported here dealt with some of these ques-
tions, it IS, however, orily a small beginnmg Briefiy, subjects were
asked to become detached from or mvolved m a disturbmg mo-
tion picture Their success in these efforts was assessed by means
of psychophysiological reactions and self-reports of distress, and
these in turn were related to the copmg strategies employed. In
the absence of tightly organized theory and empincal observa-
tion, the approach adopted was exploratory The present report
IS centered about three mam issues: (a) the extent to which ex-
perimental subjects, on request, can either detach themselves
from or mvolve themselves more mtensely m an emotional sit-
uation, (b) the manner m which havmg first adopted the posture
of, say, detachment, lnfiuences subsequent efforts to achieve in-
volvement, and vice versa, and (c) the types of strategies sub-
jects use to achieve involvement and detachment, as well as the
situational and personahty determmants of these strategies and
their effectiveness in altermg emotional arousal

METHOD

The study was actually conducted in three separate sessions held
on consecutive days The first session was identical for all subjects and
involved the presentation of a stress film tunce under natural (N) con-
ditions, i.e., with no particular emotional orientation exphatly solicited.
Tlus permitted a relatively stable level of reactivity to be adueved be-
fore the introduction of the involvement (I) and detachment (D) in-
structions on the second and third sessions For these latter sessions,
subjects were divided into three groups The ID group received in-
volvemrait instructions on the second session and detachmCTit mstruc-
bons (m the third, the DI group received the reverse order of in-
structions. The third group (NN) was a control which contmued to
view the film under natural conditions
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Subjects

Male students were sohcited as paid volimteers from various under-
graduate courses or through the student newspaper In all, 115 sub-
jects completed the expenment, 40 m the ID group, 38 in the DI
group, and 37 m the NN group

Stinudus Film

The stimulus was a i3-inmute industrial safety film entitled, ^ t
Didn't Have to Happen" It portrays three accidents first, a worker
lacerates a finger in a planing madune, second, another worker ampu-
tates two joints of a finger in a milling machine, and third, a circular
saw drives a board through the abdomen of a passing workman The
accident episodes are qmte delimited and m previous research (eg ,
Lazarus, et al, 1965, Folkms, et al, 1968, Nomikos, Opton, Avenll, &
Lazarus, 1968) they have been shown to produce sharp rises m auto-
nomic and subjective distress reactions.

Response Measures

Phystohgtcal A Fek Dermohmeter was used to obtam contmuous
measurement of palmer skm resistance which was recorded on a Beck-
man Type-R Dynograph. Heart rate was measured by a Beckman
cardiotadiometer from electrodes attached to the left wnst and the
nght calf.

Skm resistance was read at 46 pomts during the film. With respect
to the three accident scenes, 13 readmgs were taken at five-second
mtervals around each pomt of impact There also were 7 readmgs
dunng the beoign, nonaccident scenes. The latter were taken at ap-
proximately l-mmute intervels, sbppmg the acadent scenes All re-
sistance measures were converted to skm conductance (SC) before
smaiysis.

The same procedure was followed for heart rate (HR) as for SC,
except that the mean of three readmgs (five seconds apart) was iised
to measure activity at each of the 7 nonaccident pomts. Due to technical
difficulties Ae HR data fen: four subjects—one m tiie DI group and
three m the NN group—were not usable.

Two types of measures were denved iot both SC and HR- (a) Re-
activity—Ae average of three change scwes, one for each acddent, a
change score was calculated as the di£Fer^ice betw^n die maxunum
reading dunng an accident scene and the readmg 30 seconds pntMr to
impact, and (b) Braugji-scene level~Ae average of the 7 measure-
ments taken during the nonaccident parts of the film.
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Psychological A post-film questionnaire designed to assess the
emotional impact of the film was administered at the end of each
session The specific measures of self-reported affect are discussed below
with the presentation of results On the second and third sessions, the
expenmental subjects also were asked to indicate (a) the psychological
strategies they used m achievmg involvement or detachment, (b) how
successful they felt these strategies were, and (c) the amount of
effort associated with tiie use of vanous strategies.

Personality Measures
A self-report mventoiy was administered to the subjects, who met

in small groups pnor to the first expenmental session The inventory
consisted of eleven scales selected on the basis of their apparent rel-
evance to emotional control. Tliese mcluded measures of Manifest
Anxiety (Taylor, 1953), Repression-sensitization (Byrne, 1964), Ego-
strength (Barron, 1953), Over-control and Under-control (Block, 19^) ,
FlexibJity (Gough, 1957), Social-desirability (Crowne and Marlowe,
1964), Thmkmg-feelmg (Myers-Bnggs, 1962), Premsia-hama (Cattell,
1962), the Anti-mtraception subscale of the F scale (Adomo et al,
1950), and the Jackson-Payne Mood Scale (Jackson & Payne, 1963).

Procedure and Instructions
The Procedure was similar for all subjects except with regard to

instructions Hie subject was seated comfortably in a reclining chair
with physiological recordmg eqmpment located m an adjacent room.
FoUowmg attachment of electrodes, he was allowed to rest for five
minutes with die hghts turned off This provided a base penod for
physiological recordmg The natural, mvolvement, or detachment in-
structions were then presented, depending upon the session and the
group, and the subject was left alone for two more mmutes In the I
and D conditions, this two-mmute period was designed to permit the
subject to plan the strategies he was to use for achieving either in-
volvemrait or detachment. In the N condition, the subj'ect was simply
asked to contmue to rest for two more mmutes The film was then
started without wammg

TTie natural instructions which preceded the presentation of bodi
showings of the fihn on the first session, and which were used for the
NN group on the second and third sessions, were as follows.

You are going to watch a movie about safety m work I want
you to watdi the movie attentively and to absorb all its contents
Dunng this time we will be recordmg your physiological re-
acticHos, so please tiy not to move.
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The involvement and detadunent instructions were presented m
counterbalanced order to the ID and DI groups on the second and
third sessions Subjects were instructed to become involved in the
following manner

Some people can get mvolved or emotional about potentially
upsetting expenences much more than others Such people seem
able to let themselves go, so to speak, and participate more
fully in joys, dreads, sorrows or angers more intensively than
others whose feelings are always modulated
You are going to watch the same movie again but now I want
you to adopt a certam attitude toward it I want you to "let
yourself go" to the fullest extent that you are able, to be upset in
respect to events m the film that move you You may achieve
the emotional mvolvement m the upsettmg passages of the movie
with a minimum of constramt, as mtensely and as naturally as
you can Smce not every scene contams a potentially emotional
content, and some scenes will be more meaningful to you than
others, one would expect that there will be rises and falls m
your emotional state m keepmg with the vanous events that are
portrayed

The detachment instructions read as follows
Some people can experience with great detadunent the condi-
tions that provoke mtense emotions in others. An mterestmg ex-
ample IS the surgeon who did an appendectomy on himself by
means of local anesthesia and mirrors You are going to watch
the same movie agam but now I would like you to adopt a cer-
tam attitude towards it I want you to try to maintai-n as total de-
tadiment from it as you are capable of, and to be as unemo-
tional as possible while watching the disturbing scenes m the
movie TTiis is quite a difficult task and requires quite an effort
However, the capacity to detach oneself from certam emoticmal
expenences is one of the most important features oi good ad-
justment. You may adueve this unemotional stance m any way
you prefer, except by not paymg attention to what is portrayed
La other words, your task is to know what is going on m the
movie without being in Ae least bit upset by it.

RESULTS AND DISCTUSSION

There were no significant differences among the three groups
(ID, DI, and NN) in terms of SC, HR, or self-reported arousal
during the two film presentations in session l. Tlierefore, these
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data are largely ignored m the presentation of results Our mam
concern is with tiie effects of the I and D instructions on the
third and fourth showmgs of the film These results are organized
around the three issues mentioned m the mtroduction, namely,
the ability to achieve mvolvement and detachment upon request,
the lnffuence of prior mvolvement or detachment on subsequent
efforts to achieve the opposite orientation, and the types of strat-
egies used to achieve mvolvement and detachment

The Ability to Achieve Involvement and
Detachment upon Request

The physiological and self-report data related to emotional
arousal under the I and D mstructions are presented m Table l.
These data were analyzed by means of a 2 X 2 analysis of vari-
ance with sequence groups (ID vs DI) and instructions (I vs. D)
formmg the two factors With regard to HR reactivity, the main
effects for instructions were highly significant (F = 1095, df =
1,72, p < .005)—mvolvement resulted m greater HR changes than
detachment. The difference was most apparent for the ID group,
the sequence X mstruction mteraction reachmg a margmal level
of sigmficance (F = 3 51, df= 1,72, p < 10) When compared
to the effects of the N mstructions, involvement resulted m sig-
nificantly higher HR reactivity (I3 = 17'34, N3 = 14 15 bpm, p
< 10, and I4 = 16 15, N4 = 11.92 bpm, p < 01) Contrary to
expectations, the D instructions also resulted m higher HR than
did the N instructions, but not significantly so.

The effects of the experimental mampulations on SC reactivity
were meager, but tended to be in the same direction as those
for HR (see also Table 1) The sequence X instruction analysis
of variance yielded a margmally significant ioteraction (F = 3 57,
df= 1,72, p < .10), but no mam effects As m the case of HR,
the difference between tiie I and D instructions was evident pri-
marily in the ID sequence. Moreover, both the I and D instruc-
tions resulted in greater reactivity than the N instructions, ihough
the differences were statistically sigtuficant only m the case of
involvement (18 = 4.310, Ns = 2.240 itmhos, p < .01; and I4 =

N4 = 2415 i«nhos, p < .05).
The mean level of physiological activity during the benign
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Table l Effects of Involvement (Is and I4) and Detachment (D3 and
D4) mstnictions on three measures of emotional arousal.

Sequence
group

ID

DI

Vana ble

HRbpm
SC (unhos
Self-report*

HRbpm
SC lunhos
Self-report*

Instructions

Involvement

h
17 34
4.310
2 66

l<
1615

3 829
2 32

Detachment

D,
1249
3 233
1 62
D>

14.83
4 228
1.55

*Sultjec1s were asked to rate on a 5-point scale the degree to which they felt aroused by
the film in comparison with the first time they saw it

scenes of the Ekn did not show any significant effects due to I
and D instructions, which would mdicate that any emotional con-
trol subjects were able to exert was fairly well attuned to the
more threatemng aspects of the film.

The fact tiiat D instructions resulted m higher (rather than
lower) physiological reactivity than did N instructions was un-
expected. It IS not important that the differences were nonsig-
nificant smce theoretically detachment should have resulted in
smaller reactions. There are two possible explanations. First, of
course, the D instructions simply may have been meffective. Any
differences observed between the I and D conditions would then
be attributable to the I instructions alone. A second possible ex-
planation IS that the attempt to detach oneself from the enrotional
impact of a threatening event itself may have produced physio-
logical arousal due to the effort required.

Self-reports of emotitmal arousal would seem to indicate that
the D instructions were, subjectively at least, effective in reduc-
ing affective disturbance (see also Table 1). Specifically, at the
end of the second and third sessions, subjects were asked to rate
the degree to which they felt emotionally aroused by die film in
comparison with the firet time they saw i t A 5-point scale was
used ranging from "much less" (1) to "mudh more" (5), with
the midpoint (a.5) bemg "about the same." Under the I instruc-
tions, subjects reported that t h ^ had been abaat as aroused as
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on tiie first showing, in spite of the fact that by this time they had
seen the film either three (I3) or four times (I4). Under D in-
structions, subjects reported that they felt considerably less
aroused than on the first shovdng Statistically, the mam effect
for mstructions was highly sigmficant (F = 36.18, df= 1,72, p
< 001), but neither the sequence effect nor the mstruction X
sequence mteraction were significant

The questionnaire was not worded in such a manner as to al-
low a direct comparison between the effects of the I and D in-
structions and those of the N mstructions on self-reported arousal.
However, after each presentation of the film under the I or D
mstructions, three questions were asked in order to assess the
success, effort, and difficulty of mamtammg the two experimental
sets: (a) "How successful do you think you were m achievmg m-
volvement (detachment)?" (b) "Rate the degree of effort that
you felt you had to make m order to achieve mvolvement (de-
tachment)." (c) "How difficult was it for you to maintam m-
volvement (detachment)?" Analysis of variance on the answers
to these questions yielded no significant effects for the I and D
instructions, nor for flie sequence X instruction interaction. In
contrast to the physiological measures and self-reported emotional
arousal, there were significant main effects for the ID vs DI se-
quence groups on the above items, but Aese results are more
conveniently discussed m the next section At present, it is suffi-
cient to note that Ss felt they were about equally successful in
achievmg involvement and detachment and that both orientations
required about the same amount of effort.

The Influence of Prior Involvement or Detachment on
Subsequent Efforts at Emotional Control

Is it more difficult to become mvolved after one has detached
oneself from a threatening event, and conversely, what about
efforts to become detached foUowmg pnor mvolvement? An ex-
pectation that detachment, once achieved, could make the per-
son incapable of shiftmg readily to mvolvement would be con-
sistent with clinical observations of people with highly gen-
eralized mtellectualized ways of handlmg potentially emotional
events who find it difficult, if pot impossible, to turn the detach-
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ment off so as to experience emotional reactions in a more labile
fashion Such an issue cannot be adequately evaluated here be-
cause the effects of sequence, that is, whether mvolvement is
more dijBBcult after detachment or vice-versa, are hopelessly con-
founded m tlus study with the effects of habituation takmg place
from film presentation three (session 2) to film presentation four
(session 3). Still, some hght might be shed on the question by
lookmg cautiously at the mteraction between sequence and in-
structions. There were no significant mam effects for sequence on
HR, SG, or self-report measures of emotional arousal. However,
for the two physiological variables the sequence X instructions
mteractions were marginally significant (i.e, differences between
I and D instructions were greater when presented m the ID than
DI sequence). Moreover, the three ratmgs deahng with success-
fulness, effort, and difficulty m achievmg mvolvement and de-
tachment an yielded significant mam effects for ID vs. DI se-
quence groups (F = 10.09, 16.93, ^^^ 16.60, respectively, df =
1,72, p < .01). Subjects m the ID sequence group tended to re-
port better success m achievmg both of the experimental sets, and
to find the task of maintainmg these sets less difficult and less
effort-consunung. It thus would appear that the ID order was
more amenable to manipulation of emotional reaction than the
DI order.

As a result of the confoundmg, the results just presented can
be interpreted either in terms of a session (habituation) X in-
struction mteraction, or m terms of a sequence X instruction m-
teraction. Accordmg to the habituation mterpretation, the I in-
structions were more effective on the third (session 2) rather than
the fourth (session 3) presentation because the earlier impact of
the film was naturally stronger Thus, by the fourlii presentation,
habituation to the fihn may have made detachment easier and
mvolvement more diflBcult On the other hand, the two film
presaitations on the first session were introduced specifically to
provide a check on habituation, and an examination of session
(habituation) effeote in the NN group showed that, indeed, httle
diange m reactivity actually occurred between the second and
third sessions. Nevertheless, one caimot be certain tibit further
unassessed habituaticm did not account for the results.
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In the sequence mterpretation the mteraction is ascribed to
"order" or "carry over" effects from the previous orientation. That
IS, mvolvement followmg detachment may be harder to achieve
than detachment followmg mvolvement. There is some mde-
pendent support for this mterpretation. At the end of session 3,
after subjects had attempted both mvolvement and detachment,
they were asked to rate on a 3-pomt scale whether havmg first
adopted one onentation made it easier or more difficult subse-
quently to adopt the other The mean ratmgs obtamed were 1.90
for the ID group and 2 59 for the DI group (* = 4 58, <if = 75, p
< .ooi), low ratmgs lmplymg a facditory effect of prior orienta-
tion. That IS, subjects in the ID group reported that havmg first
adopted a detached attitude towards the film made it more diflS-
cult subsequently to become emotionally mvolved, subjects m the
DI group, on the other hand, did not feel that prior mvolvement
had much Infiuence on their abihty to achieve detachment at a
later time.

Although we caimot say so for sure from the present data,
because of possible confoundmg due to habituation effects, it is
interesting to speculate that once attempted successfully, detach-
ment may inhibit subsequent involvement, contranwise, involve-
ment at the outset may not have such restnctmg effects on de-
tachment. One practical consequence of this is that we might
expect detachment as a generalized style of copmg to make it diflS-
cult for a person ever to enjoy a labile or reactive emotional life.
If whenever one is exposed to an emotional expenence he starts
to respond to it by detachment, he may be thereby mcapable of
relinquishing this onentation on other sirmlar experiences.

It IS unfortunate that we cannot answer the question of se-
quence effects unequivocally. To have done so would have re-
quired an experimental design far more costly than the one actu-
ally employed. We would have needed two additional subject
groups, one of whidi used the detachment strategy on both trials,
and die other the involvement strategy on both tnals. This anal-
ysis is presented here, not because our expenment provides the
crucial data, but in order to point up what we regard as an im-
portant issue cabbie of bemg taclded in this type of experimental
analogue of fhe self-amtrol dE emotional reactions.
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Types of Strategies Used to Achieve Involvement and Detachment

Information regardmg the psychological strategies employed
to achieve emotional mvolvement or detachment was obtained
from two sources, (a) subjects first completed an open-ended
written question, "please descnbe how you attempted to achieve
emotional mvolvement (detachment) m the film", they were then
asked (b) to mdicate on an a pnon list of strategies which ones
they had used and to rank these m order of importance.

The answers to the open-ended question revealed a wealth of
idiosyncratic devices used to achieve emotional control Vanous
attempts were made to classify these responses (e.g., mto repres-
sive- and mtellectualizmg-hke defenses m the case of detach-
ment), but the classifications did not prove fruitful m subsequent
analyses and hence will not be discussed here On the whole, the
a pnon list of strategies to be descnbed below adequately sum-
marized the subjects' attempts to achieve mvolvement and de-
tachment About the only firm generalization which could be
drawn from the open-ended descnptions was that detachment
entailed a greater number and variety of strategies than did m-
volvement It appears that involvement is the more "natural" con-
dition m the sense that persons usually react immediately and
intuitively to a threatenmg event. Detachment, on the other hand,
seems to require a certam mtellectual "distancmg" from the threat
and hence mvolves a greater variety of intervening copmg mech-
amsms than does mvolvement. This conclusion, of course, may
not hold for all types of threat, but primarily those which imply
a direct, physical or psychological harm, e.g, the scenes of muti-
lation used m the present expenment. The relationship might
actually be reserved in the case of more abstract threats to the
social or moral order, with detachment being the more immediate
response and involvement requirmg the mediation of complex
strategies.

The a pnori list of strategies presented to subjects is repro-
duced in Table 2, which also shows the percentage of subjects
choosmg each item {% used), and the percentage of subj'ects who
checked a strategy as their principle choice {% 1st choice) For
example, the most popular mvolvement strategy on both counts
was item I 2, imagining that the misfortunes depicted in the film
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Tabk 2 Percaitage of subjecsts who used a particular strategy for In-
volvement and Detadunent, and the percentage who listed tibat strategy
as liieir first or principal dioice

Involvement strategy
1 1 i tried to relate the scenes to a
similar experience i had or was
witness to
i 2 i trted to imagine that it is
happening to mê
1 3 I tried to imagine that it is
happening to somebody 1 iaiow
i 4 i tned to thhik about, and
exaggerate the consequences of the
accident
i 5 Something eise. Specify

Detachment strategy
D 1 i constancy tried to remind myseif
that It was o flim rather than a real
occurrence.
D 2 1 watched the flim concentrating
on the technicai aspects involved in its
production
D 3 1 concentrated on the details
invoived in the cause of the accidents
and possible ways of their prevention.
D 4 i toid myseif that the woricers were
actually responsible for what happened
0 5 1 tned to adopt a humorous athtude
towards what happened
D 6 1 told myseif that such accidents
are faievitabie
D 7 Something eise. Specify..

iD

%Used

42 5

717

27 5

50 0
37 5

575

50 0

100

20 0

175

00
57 S

group

%l«t
choice

20 5

490

5.5

11 5
135

390

18.5

00

100

25

00
30 0

DI group

%Used

28 9

60 5

36 8

34 2
31 6

55 3

55 3

184

7 9

34 2

53
28 9

%1it
choice

26

421

132

11 8
136

28 9

26 3

53

0 0

79

00
132

were happening to oneself. The most common detachment strat-
egy was item D l, remindmg oneself that the stressful stimulus
was a fihn rather than real occurrence. Responses to the items
listed m Table a formed the bases for an investigation into what
determined the choice of strategies and also the effectiveness of
the vanous strategies in reducing or enhancmg emotional arousal.

Determinants of choice of strategies. There are three classes
of antecedents which are of mterest in considering the choice of
strategies, (a) the degree of initial threat as indicated by reac-
tions to the film on session l before explicit attempts were made
at involvranent or detachment, (b) the emotional stand (involve-
ment or detachment) adopted on a previous showing—it is pos-
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sible, for example, that involvement strategies dtSer followmg
detachment from those preceding it, (c) the personality char-
acteristics of the individual Due to the large amount of data
analyzed, only findmgs which showed consistency across two or
more response measures, and where appropriate, across the ID
and DI sequence groups, will be presented

(a) Reactions to the second film presentation under N instruc-
tions (session l) were used to assess degree of mitial threat The
second rather than first presentation was used because reactions
to the second were presumably less confounded by such factors
as surprise, curiosity, suspense, etc. There were only diree rela-
tionships between choice of strategy and lmtial threat reactions
which were statistically rehable "Rehabihty" m tins instance
meant that the individual correlations between a copmg strategy
and at least two measures of emotional arousal ( e g , self-report
and HR) had to reach significance at the lo level of confidence
m both the ID and DI groups. On the basis of this cnterion, in-
tensity of initial reaction was negatively related to the choice of
strategy D l (see Table 2), that is, when asked to become de-
tached, subjects who did not find the film too threatenmg resorted
to the idea that the accidents were merely film portrayals and
hence not real Second, there was a positive relationship between
degree of imtial threat and the tendency to place responsibility
for the accident on the workers themselves (item D 4) Third, a
weak lmtial reaction was associated with the tendency to choose
a detachment strategy other than the ones provided (item D 7)

It IS difficult to infer cause and effect from the above relation-
ships, but several conclusions are worth entertainmg It appears
that the more threatened a subject was imtially, the less able he
was to dismiss the accidents as unreal film portrayals and the
more likely he was to blame the workers for their own misfortune
This is consistent with the findings of Lemer and Simmons (1966)
that subjects tend to devalue and reject an "innocent victim"
when they are powerless to alter the victim's fate and when
circunBtances do not seem to provide a rationale for the victim's
suffermg. The present results would indicate that this tendency
to view the victim as deservmg of his own misfortunes is a com-
mon strate^ for achieving emotional detachment, especially
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when the degree of threat is high Also of relevance here is the
observation by Walster (1966) that the attnbution of responsibil-
ity to a victim IS greater for an accident with a severely negative
than a mildly negative outcome. Other studies have failed to rep-
licate this findmg (eg.. Shaver, 1970), perhaps—as the results
reported here would suggest—due to differences m the degree of
threat mduced If subjects are not too threatened, they may be
able to dismiss the expenmental manipulations as, say, unreal or
unrepresentative, thus obviatmg the need to take the more drastic
step of blaming another for his mishaps

Fmally, widi regard to the third relationship mentioned above,
namely, the tendency to hst a detachment strategy other than the
ones provided when imtial reaction was weak, this might mdicate
that higher levels of stress allow idiosyncratic copmg patterns to
emerge, while a high degree of mitial threat limits response
options

(b) The influence of previous onentation on subsequent at-
tempts to achieve mvolvement or detachment was analyzed by
comparmg the ID and DI groups (see Table 2) m terms of strat-
egies checked. Specifically, D 3 strategies were compared with D 4
strategies, lndicatmg the infiuence of pnor involvement, and 13
strategies were compared with 14, indicating the infiuence of
prior detadiment. Only a few of the compansons reached statis-
tical significance Subjects more frequently blamed the workers
for their own misfortunes (item D 4) when detachment followed
rather than preceded mvolvement (̂  = 233, df = ^j, p < 05)
We have already discussed the influence of degree of threat on
the choice of this strategy. Apparently, pnor mvolvement was
also a factor. It seems that once the emotional value of a stress-
ful event has been acknowledged, blame is a frequent way to
achieve emotional distance One is tempted to see in this finding
an analogy to social phenomena such as the tendency of expatnots
and ^)ostates to di^lay a reaction of blame and accusation to-
ward their former associates.

The other comparison to reach statistical significance mvolved
the blank fill-in item (D 7), it was checked more frequently for
the fourth than the third presentation (t = 247, df = 37, p < .05).
The same was true for fhe corresponding mvolvement item (I 5),
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although in this case the difiFerence was not statistically sig-
nificant. It appears that new and more idiosyncratic strategies are
required when a svvatch from one emotional orientation to its
opposite IS called for.

(c) Most of the relationships between personality and choice
of strategy observed in one sequence group were not reheated
m the other group. Smce, as we have already seen, the ID se-
quence was psychologically diflFerent m nnportant respects from
the DI sequence, the differences between groups may have been
genume Nevertheless, reports of personality correlates tend to
be ephemeral upon rephcation and it does not seem worthwhile to
describe relationships which do not have some assurance of gen-
erahty. Therefore, only those relationships which held consistently
for both sequence groups are mentioned below. The correlations
reported are the means of the correlations obtsuned in the two
groups

Choice of strategies other than the ones provided (item D 7)
was found to relate positively to the CPI Flexibihty scale (r =
20, p < 10) and negatively to the MAS (r = —.22, p < .05)
The first of these relationships is mtuitively reasonable, 1 e., per-
sons who are more fieiable tend to use a greater variety of coping
strategies. The second relationship is also reasonable in that it
parallels the findmg that idiosyncratic strategies are inhibited
when degree of initial threat is high.

The remairung relationships observed were as follows the
MAS scale was positively related to item D 2, "concentratmg on
technical aspects of film" (f = .23, p < .05), Ego-control was re-
lated posibvely to item D 3, "concentrating on details" (r = .20,
p < .10) and negatively to item D 4, "adopt a humorous attitude"
(r = — 27, p < .02), Anti-Intraception was related positively to
item D 1, remindmg oneself that it is a "film raAer tiian real oc-
carren<«'' (f = .24, p < .05). There is little point in a)mmenting
on these relationships since they do not shed much light on the
underlying dynamics leading to ohoice of strategies.

Before leaving the topic erf personality relationships, a bnef
(xmunent may be made concerning individual differences m
emotion arousal, regardless of strategies used to achieve involve-
ment or deftadmient. Extensive analyses (rf personality coirelates
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of emotional arousal during involvement and detachment yielded
largely mcondusive results, i.e., relationships were not rephcated
when different response mdices ( eg , HR or SG) were used, or
across the two sequence groups For what it is worth, the only
personality measure which demonstrated some consistency was
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. Subjects who scored high on
the feehng dimension or low on the thinkmg dimension were
more successful in achievmg both mvolvement and detachment
as indicated by psychophysiological reactivity.

Effectiveness of the various strategies Were some strategies
more effective than others in mcreasing or decreasmg emotional
arousal under involvement or detachment? In examimng this ques-
tion, only those relationships which held for at least two measures
of reactivity (i.e, self-report, SG, and/or HR) are descnbed.
Thus, each correlation reported below is actually the mean of the
correlations between a copmg strategy and two measures of emo-
tional arousal. Among the involvement strategies, item I 3, imag-
lnmg the accident "is happenmg to somebody I know," was
negatively related to self-reported success and HR reactivity in
both the ID (f = —.30, p < .05) and DI ( r = —.31, p < .05)
groups. Exaggeration of the harm (item I 4) was effective as a
strategy m 5ie ID group only (f = .37, p < .01), and the idea
that it IS "happening to me" (item 12) elevated emotional arousal
in the DI group only (r = .33, p < .05). It thus appears that try-
ing to emphathize with the victim was not a very effective means
of achieving mvolvement, while exaggerating the accident or fo-
cusing on the self was more conducive to heightened arousal.

Two detachment strategies—reminding oneself that the acci-
dent "was a film rather than a real occurrence" (item D l ) and
"concentratmg on the technical aspects involved m its produc-
tion" (Item D 3)—were associated with lowered arousal m the
ID gr{Mip (f = —.31, p < .05, and r = —.30, p < .05, respectively),
as well as in the DI ^oup (f = —.30, p < .05 and r = —.36, p
< .oi, respectively). (The correlations are the mean of those
between the particular copmg strategy, on the one hand, and
self-report and SG measures of reactivity, on the other.) In short,
the most effective strategies for detadunent involved some denial
of the reality of ^ portrayed events.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The experiment reported above provides positive evidence that
when simply asked to do so, subjects are capable of a degree of
control over their emotional reactions while watchmg a stressful
movie. This m itself is not surpnsmg or tembly important except
for methodological reasons, it does suggest that it is possible to
study the problem of emotional control m an experimental setting
The most fundamental questions about emotional control con-
cern the mediating cognitive processes by which such states as
mvolvement and detachment are achieved. The contribution of
this experiment is primarily to pose these questions and not to
draw firm conclusions Nevertheless, we have been able to provide
some normative data on the more common strategies used to
achieve mvolvement and detachment, and to present some hy-
potheses and data concermng the antecedents and consequences
of these strategies

The specific results we have presented are, to a certain extent,
undoubtedly tied to the type of threat used m this experiment (a
film portrayal of accidental physical injuries). Clearly, however,
the issues raised and the experimental analogue employed both
relate to any naturalistic context m which people must cope re-
peatedly with emotional inputs. In such contexts we want to know
how people manage their emotions (keep them down, allow them
to be expressed m moderation, or revel in them), the conditions
determinmg such management, and their outcomes, both in the
degree and quahty of the emotional reaction. In any research on
this topic, it is important to remember that "healthy" emotional
control involves enhancement as well as reduction.
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